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Girls ages 3 to 7 who love Ariel, Belle, Merida, and the rest of the Disney princesses will have hours

of fun with this activity book featuring 64 pages to color and over 1,000 stickers!
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WHITE PAGES unlike most coloring books!! There are 16 full pages of stickers!! The stickers are

mostly of the Disney princesses (different sizes & designs), there are also a stickers that are

designed to create your own boarder!! Great coloring/sticker book! I have included pictures of the

stickers in this review.

I was searching for a coloring book with Princesses. I wasn't sure which book to order and I got four:

1) Dreams Come True Forever, 2) Perfect Princesses 6 books in 1 with over 50 stickers, 3) Princess

Ultimate Sticker Collection, and 4) Wishes and Dreams with over 1000 stickers. If you are just

shopping for a coloring book with Princesses and do not have idea what they contain, check my

detailed review with pictures under the listing for each of the above books, so you can make your

decision wisely.Wishes and Dreams with over 1000 stickers is a coloring book with stickers. Pages

are WHITE, thick, good quality print. It contains 16 pages full of stickers. ALL stickers are of a nice

quality and pretty pictures. A lot of stickers. Princesses on coloring pictures are beautifully painted



and have pretty faces.Featured Princesses:- Merida (on 9 pages);- Rapunzel (on 7 pages);- Ariel

(on 5 pages);- Cinderella (on 6 pages);- Tiana (on 9 pages);- Belle (on 9 pages);- Snow White (on 6

pages);- Jasmine (on 6 pages);- Aurora (on 6 pages);Manufactured in China, but quality is really

great. If you do not have specific preference, I recommend this one over any other of the above. Its

a really nice, very nice book all around.I am not affiliated with sellers in any way and I paid full retail

for each of the books.

We are using this book as a potty training motivation tool. My daughter is earning these coloring

pages one at a time and uses the stickers to keep track on her chart. She is three and half and

loves the pictures and stickers. The coloring pages are white and sturdier than what you find in

typical coloring books. Very satisfied with this product :)

This book definitely has over 1000 stickers, but most of them are small and include rectangular

stickers that form borders on each sticker page. If you're looking for a sticker book that has large

stickers of all your fav princesses, then get this one instead:

http://www..com/Wonderful-Princess-World-Disney-Stickerific/dp/0375841717/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8

&qid=1439337239&sr=8-1&keywords=wonderful+princess+world.It may have only 600 stickers, but

they're all great! Regardless, my 2 year old enjoys this book and she has plenty to keep her busy.

My six year old daughter selected this after receiving a gift card. She was thrilled with all the

princess coloring pages and the stickers. It kept her busy for hours and yet there is still many more

pages for her to complete. I am packing it in our carry on for an upcoming trip.

My daughter loves this book and I do too. Since my daughter is a toddler I give her one page at a

time and cut out a strip of stickers. These pages come out very easily without ripping and the paper

is higher quality then typical newsprint. I'm very pleased with this sticker and coloring book.

We let our 5 year old daughter pick a couple stickers every day when she gets a "green" mark (good

behavior) in school. Seems to work over scolding her for misbehaving (yellow, orange or red). Since

there's so many stickers to pick and pictures to color, she wants to do well to get more.

My daughter first got this coloring/sticker book for a birthday present last year, and she has enjoyed

it for these past 12 months, so I purchased several more to give as gifts for her friends. It has so



many pages for coloring and soooo many stickers that you can't run out! All of her favorite disney

princesses are there (except Elsa and Anna).
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